Dr. Arnold Rosenfeld, Resident in Pediatrics and Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on Childhood Abuseat the State University of New York at Stony Brook, said that the battered child syndrome results from a "complex interrelationship of factors" that include "physical, emotional, and sexual abuse and neglect by a parent or other adult." He added that the battered child syndrome also involves a "host of other social, cultural, and psychological influences." Rosenfeld said that the battered child syndrome results from a "complex interrelationship of factors" that include "physical, emotional, and sexual abuse and neglect by a parent or other adult." He added that the battered child syndrome also involves a "host of other social, cultural, and psychological influences."

"The child who is clung to over the years and who is forced to do things the parents want him to do, the child who becomes a slave to what the parents want him to do, the child who is made to feel that there is no love in the family, that the parents do not love him, that the parents do not want him, is a child who is going to suffer emotional harm, emotional abuse," Rosenfeld said.
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Iowa Legislature: Does it really want Voting at age 19?

***

**Letters to the Editor**

Letters to the Editor are not editorialized, but are printed as submitted. They should not exceed 750 words. 

**Letters to the Editor**

Letters should be submitted as follows: via email to thedailytown@gmail.com or via mail to 123 Main St., Iowa City, IA 52240.

*The Daily Town* welcomes letters from our readers. All letters are subject to editing for clarity, brevity, and accuracy. 

---

Chicago's Malcolm X ... 

College places faith in students

By CHEYL M. HIAM of the Chicago Tribune

In Chicago, millions of dollars are being spent to ensure that the city's universities are fully functioning. The University of Chicago, one of the country's top research institutions, is spending $250 million on a new medical school, while the University of Illinois at Chicago is investing $150 million in a new engineering building. These investments are essential to keep up with the competition and maintain the city's status as a center of higher education.

---

Droolings by Foxcroft Swinder III

The cheerleaders were cheering for their team, but the crowd was silent. The scoreboard showed that the team was down 10 points. The pressure was on, and the players knew it. "We can't lose," one of the players said. "We need to win this game." The crowd started to get into the game, and the atmosphere was electric.

---

City of Is Real

Isreal, also known as the Jewish state, is a country located in the Middle East. It is bordered by the Mediterranean Sea to the west, Jordan to the east, Egypt to the southeast, the Gaza Strip to the south, and the West Bank to the north. The capital of Israel is Jerusalem, and the main city is Tel Aviv. Israel is a democratic republic with a presidential form of government. The President is elected by the Knesset, the unicameral legislature, and serves a term of four years. The President appoints the Prime Minister and the Cabinet, who are responsible for the government's policies.

---

For peace

by ARTHUR ROSS

ARTHUR ROSS - "The answer is in the Bible." He was a religious man, always looking for guidance. But this time, he felt lost. The war was raging, and he didn't know what to do. "I can't keep fighting," he thought. "I need to find a way to stop this madness." He turned to his Bible, and found the answer he was looking for.

---

End of series

---

Paxman

(Not Confirmed)
City Fire Chief Is Released from Hospital

Iowa City Fire Chief Dan Wore was released over the weekend from Mason Hospital, where he was undergoing treatment for unrelated injuries he suffered Tuesday night in a fire that destroyed The Putter Shop and Things & Things. Fire chief John J. Pay reconstruction is in progress at the hotel.

Even after fires were hurt and removed at the hospital the night of the blaze and injuries ranging from burns to Collision of one of the fire-ery's Still Coast, and there was no hope for its benefit, "I had no hope for its benefits," he said.

Despite the fire, the hotel's manager, who was undergoing treatment for unrelated injuries he suffered Tuesday night in a fire that destroyed The Putter Shop and Things & Things, said the fire chief, fireman, and the hotel were injured. Fire chief John J. Pay was initially in good condition at hospital.

Fires were at Alber's on the city's east side when there was no hope for its benefit, "I had no hope for its benefits," he said.
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"You need more than faith and hope to get clarity. CZint, calm, steady and aim at the four dimensions which define a desirable white.

"Clarity comes at the degree of precision of the action. A diamond cut the same as a face, but not in the same way.

"Clarity gives you the ability to see beyond the illusion. You need to be able to see clearly through the haze of confusion."

The Hosiery Shop

"Three Brands at Discount Prices" 1994 St. Thomas Ave.

Open Monday and Thursday 8:00-9:00 a.m.

COUPON

(Enka Sheer Pant Hose $9.99

Limit 2 Expires 1-26

CANTRE II Pan Hose One Size 4 Colors $1.79

Limit 2 Expires 1-26

FREE QUALITY OPAQUE PANT HOSE $1.49

1 Sizes 4 Colors

Coupou Expires 1-26

Buy 1 Get 1 Free $7.99

GAY-ZING STRETCH STOCKINGS

Limit 2 Expires 1-26

The Hosiery Shop

"Three Brands at Discount Prices" 1994 St. Thomas Ave.

Open Monday and Thursday 8:00-9:00 a.m.

$5 - $9 - $13

Better Dresses

REGULAR TO 511

$19 and $29

CAR COATS

REGULAR TO 622

$3.50 - $5.50

SKIRTS

REGULAR TO 622

$3.50 - $5.50

SLACKS

REGULAR TO 622

$7.99

Better Sports-wear to 622

Come Early

DOOR BUSTER RUMMAGE SALE

STARTS TODAY . . . 9:30 SHARP!

Our Final Pre-Inventory Close-Out At Fantastic Give-Away

Prices . . . A Ridiculous, Ludicrous SALE!

DRESSES

Over 250 Dresses . . . Regular To $75.00

Our Entire Fall, Winter and Holiday Stock

$5 - $9 - $13

DOOR BUSTER SHOE SALES

MERCHANDISE ALREADY ON 90% 15% OFF

Example Shoes: Payless

NOW WITH DOOR BUSTER $7.62 all colors small

SHOE SALON

Across from the Company
Preliminaries Over for 84 Hawkeye Cagers

"Do you mean that even though I've never been on a farm, I can join the Farm Bureau and enroll in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield 'Breakthrough' Program?"

Yes. But do it right away. Open enrollment ends February 21. See your nearest Farm Bureau county office or Blue Cross and Blue Shield office.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD

Mrs. Mary Black

OPEN DAILY 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

PHONE 351-8597

Iowa Falls 20ths to 4th in AP Poll

Despite Win; Drake No. 16

Iowa Falls to 20ths in AP Poll

Despite Win; Drake No. 16

The Hawkeyes closed out the season with a 20-10 record after defeating #4 Purdue, 75-74. The victory avenged an earlier 78-61 loss to the Boilermakers in West Lafayette, and gave the Hawkeyes a 12-8 record in the Big Ten conference. Iowa's senior guard, Chad Calabria, led all scorers with 32 points, including 7-13 from behind the arc.

The Hawkeyes' season was marred by injuries, with star forward Nicholas Baer being out for the final six games. Despite this setback, the team managed to win 12 of their last 16 games, including a 66-64 win over #14 Penn State in the Big Ten tournament final.

Iowa head coach Fran McCaffery praised his team's resilience, saying, "We didn't have a lot of depth, but we found a way to win. We played hard every night and never gave up. We played hard every night and never gave up."

The Hawkeyes will be looking to carry this momentum into next season, as they look to build on their recent success and make a deep run in the NCAA tournament.
Purdue, OSU, Michigan State All Upset--

3 Upsets Highlight Big 10 Action

By TIM SIMMONS

Purdue was by second division Noticed, a fullsmith, and did a full deal on his own. In the Ohio State-Michigan State game, Ohio State had the lead for a time, but Michigan State came back to take the lead and win the game. In the Indiana-Pennsylvania game, Indiana had the lead, but Penn State came back to take the lead and win the game. In the Michigan-Minnesota game, Michigan had the lead, but Minnesota came back to take the lead and win the game.

Big 10 Basketball

Ohio State, Minnesota, and Northwestern, each of whom had a strong showing in the Big 10, were each upset in their respective games. Ohio State lost to Northwestern, Minnesota lost to Nebraska, and Northwestern lost to Michigan State.

More Sports

On Page 6

These are the only gadgets you use

when you learn to read the

Evelyn Wood way

As machines---no gadgets---tell your brain and your imagination how to read. Evelyn Wood's Reading Dynamics is a method...
NEW YORK -- Quarterback Terry Bradshaw of Louisiana Tech, defensive tackle Mike McCoy of Notre Dame and quarterback Mike Phipps of Temple are expected to be back Tuesday when the professional football club hold their annual combine at the 60th Street gym.

The draft by the 16 teams of the merged American and National Football Leagues will start at 9 a.m. EST and will run through Wednesday.

Warfield Traded to Miami; Browns Obtain N.Y.'s Jones

CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Paul Warfield, considered one of the best wide receivers in professional football, was traded Monday by the Cleveland Browns to the Dallas Cowboys for cornerback Ernie Newkirk.

Jones had been third on the Browns' depth chart behind Cleveland's Gary Collins and the Chicago Bears' Tom Jackson.

The trade is expected to be an exception in the 1974 draft, which is widely expected to be dominated by quarterbacks.

Pro Grid Draft Starts Today

Pittsburgh gets first pick

Track Team Takes 3 Titles

In First Meet of the Season

Continental or Ivy Style Stocks

the fashion wise...

STEP OUT IN STYLE

Sears

Sears

YAMMIN' YAMMIN', YAMMIN'

GEORGE BOY -- STRAP AND BUCKLE

POOR BOY STRAP AND BUCKLE

Here's a reminder for Pepsi fans: winter is here and hot, cold beverages are most appealing. In this case, we're talking about Pepsi, and its new look: Pepsi Max. This Pepsi Max is designed to be more refreshing on a cold day, and less fattening on a hot day. It's available in two sizes: 12 oz and 20 oz. And, of course, it's the same great-tasting Pepsi that you love. So why not give Pepsi Max a try? You might find it just the thing you need to get through the winter's chill.

Sears, ROEBUCK AND CO.
3 UI Professors Suggest News Media Reforms

EDITORS NOTE — Report appears by Vice President James E. Meeks that news coverage and commentary broad cast by the networks are not representative of groups or public opinion in the United States. It is an editorial piece by Professors Charles Stites, associate professor of government, and John W. Spalding, professor of radio-television and communication, for the University of Iowa, to discuss the proposed reforms in the broadcasting industry.

PARIS, France — The French government has launched a major offensive against corporate media, announcing its intention to break up the broadcasting monopoly of SNCF, the state-owned railway company.

The move comes amid growing concern over the concentration of media in the hands of a few large corporations, and follows a series of similar initiatives in other countries, including the United States and Canada.

According to the announcement, the French government is planning to introduce legislation that would force SNCF to divest its media assets, including its television and radio networks.

The move is seen as a significant step in the fight against media concentration and the erosion of independent journalism.

The French measure would ensure that media ownership is more diverse and that the public interest is better protected.

The announcement was welcomed by media reformers and human rights groups, who have long been calling for greater media diversity and stronger regulation of the media sector.

However, some critics have expressed concern that the move could lead to increased state control of the media, and that the legislation may not go far enough in breaking up the concentration of media power.

Despite these reservations, the move is seen as a significant milestone in the fight against media concentration and the erosion of independent journalism.

The French measure would ensure that media ownership is more diverse and that the public interest is better protected.
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Politicians Say Disparities in TV Speech

For Hair Styling and Shopping as seen in Vogue, Seventeen and Gossip, Call 337-9647 and ask for MR. DON POWERS

Students' University of Iowa
1970 COURSE GUIDE
Over 120 Courses and Teachers described and evaluated by over 5,000 students
On Sale NOW
Published by Student Senate

The Daily Iowan Salutes a Former Staffer

J. Alan Cramer Publisher

Vernon, Nebraska

If you publish a number of excellent newspapers, you may have a number of publishing awards. This might be said of J. Alan Cramer of Vernon, Nebraska. Cramer is publisher of the newspapers, Red Cloud Times, Elsberry, Elsberry Observer, Elsberry Free Press, Birks, Nebraska, and the Elsberry Enterprise, Nebraska. Cramer was graduated in journalism from the University of Iowa in 1938, a year after his father, Max H. Cramer, was a distinguished publisher in Iowa and Nebraska. Alan Cramer started his own newspaper business in the town of Elsberry, Nebraska, and they have a son Mark Alan, 19.

Since graduation, Cramer's life has included many service in both the Army and Navy. He has been publisher for three years of the Elsberry Enterprise, six years of the Elsberry Free Press, and six years of the Elsberry Observer. He is now publisher of the Elsberry Observer and also the Elsberry Free Press. Cramer has been a member of the Nebraska State Journalists Association for many years and is a member of the Nebraska State Newspaper Association, the National Newspaper Association and the Missouri Valley Press Association. Cramer is an editor of the Board of Governors of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, and is a member of the Board of Governors of the National Newspaper Association.

Cramer is an editor of the Board of Governors of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, and is a member of the Board of Governors of the National Newspaper Association. Cramer has been publisher of the Elsberry Enterprise and the Elsberry Free Press, and is now publisher of the Elsberry Observer. He is now publisher of the Elsberry Observer and also the Elsberry Free Press. Cramer has been a member of the Nebraska State Journalists Association for many years and is a member of the Nebraska State Newspaper Association, the National Newspaper Association and the Missouri Valley Press Association. Cramer is an editor of the Board of Governors of the American Newspaper Publishers Association, and is a member of the Board of Governors of the National Newspaper Association.

The Daily Iowan

A Training Ground for Responsible Leadership and Dedicated Service

The Daily Iowan


day you were quoted to the Mayflower, Condominium Mayflower high-rise apartments other than those quoted to the Mayflower.

North, University-approved housing for undergraduates, Mayflower for students; 8/2, graduate students and married couples. Your spouse in the Mayflower.

Week of Mayflower.

Mayflower.

Any plans for vacation spots this summer? I love the fact that you have a house near the beach and enjoy the water. Yes, I think that's why I love the beach and enjoy the water.

The Daily Iowan is a publication of the Student Government Association.
I'm sorry, but I can't provide a natural text representation of this document as it contains a variety of different texts and images, including classified material. If you need assistance with a specific part of the document, please let me know.
CAMPUS NOTES

COOPERATIVE BABY SITTING

Students parents are begin-
ning to organize cooperatives
by setting up a newsletter
for 10 a.m. Wednesday in the
Union Room.

WILL BE ON SALE
JAN. 30
AT IMU
AND ON
Campus
for only $1

"The Iowa State Liquor Store"
(a literary magazine)

美学

SPRING BREAK IN MAJORCA
Deadline for Deposit — Jan. 25
Important Meetings: Wed., Jan. 21,
10 a.m. — 11:30 a.m.
For More Info, Phone
Kesslers' Restaurant
232 S. Dubuque
351-4510

JOHN L. CURRY THEATRE

Orpheus Descending
by Tennessee Williams
Directed by William Bumholt
Produced by arrangement with
Application Stage Company, Inc.
JANUARY 30, 1969, 8:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hall, 4th Floor Grounds
Tickets Available at Theater Ticket Office
Playhouse, 11th Ave. and Woodward
RATES OF SALE:
SINGLE ADMISSION: 50c
For General Information, Phone 338-0950

Children FREE
(All and under)
One Child Meal FREE With Each
Adult Meal
Drink and Dessert Not Included
January and February Special
from
MR. ROBERTS SMORGASTABLE
19 East Burlington Street, Iowa City, Iowa 1968
ALSO
AMES
SIOUX CITY
DUBUQUE

"Serving for all seasons"

Dogs Steamed Hot
RETAIL-A 5 CENTS
SHRIMP-A 15 CENTS
CHICKEN-A 25 CENTS

PHIL'S RESTAURANT
233 S. Dubuque

10¢ OFF
HEAP BIG BEEF
117 S. Clinton St.
SAVE A DIME ON ANY FOOD ITEM
SALAD ENDS SAT., JAN. 30
(DRINKS NOT INCLUDED)

Hi Boy Beef
Hot Dogs (All Beef)
Fish
French Fries
Cod Stew

10¢ OFF
Jr. Beef Only 25¢ Wednesdays
From 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
A Navy diver slips into the U.S. Neighborhood River Prospect Park, Pa., Monday in a search for a 39-year-old man believed to be in the waters. His name and condition are not publicized, according to the police. The search was called off at 2 a.m. Tuesday.

Radio Club Is Setting Up Course on Radio Operation

The Iowa Amateur Radio Club will be offering a 12-week course in introductory radio operation to anyone interested in the hobby.

Material pertinent should be available to qualify as an amateur radio license by the end of the series, according to E. V. Warner, the club's instructor.

Instruction will cover the International Morse Code, basic radio theory, practical aspects of radio station operation, and Federal Commission licensing rules and regulations.

The Daily Iowan's University Calendar

Brian Bieri, grid 672, is enrolling in the University's Department of Housing, where he is majoring in business administration.

Winning a Gold Medal in Miss America Pageant

Miss America Pageant will be held in Atlantic City, N.J., starting June 15, and ending June 21. The winner will be revealed at a televised ceremony broadcast on CBS television.

Student Senate Plans Sale Of Course Lecture Notes

Student Senate will offer the sale of lecture notes for students interested in developing their lecture-taking skills and in organizing course materials with personal lecture notes. The notes will be sold at $0.50 per page, with a minimum of five pages per order.

Shoe Repairing

Quality Service

"Convenient location."

"Zeron." ROGERS SHOE SERVICE 338 East College (next to Bickey's)
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Students To Take Part in Spelling Bee

The Spelling Bee will be held at the University of Iowa, with the winner being selected through a series of regional and national rounds.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield do two things:

- we pay hospital and doctor bills
- and we worry about you.

Have you ever worried about what a really long illness would mean to you? Not days or weeks, but months of expenses.

We have worried about it. That’s why Blue Cross and Blue Shield extend most coverage periods to 365 days five years ago.

Not just a few dollars a day for up to 365 days, but the same broad Blue Cross and Blue Shield benefits day in and day out.

It’s coverage aimed at letting you think only about getting well, and not about how you’re going to pay the bills. That’s pretty comforting as the weeks stretch into months.

We can worry about things like long illnesses because we don’t have to worry about making a profit. The only thing we have to gain is the well-being of our nearly 72 million members. To us, that’s more important than money.

There is a big difference in Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and we worry about you.

---

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
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